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What do you get when you digitize a book? 
●
How do we use digitized books? 
●
Annotation & Social Reading
Alan Liu, “From Reading to Social Computing,” Literary Studies in a Digital Age:
Similarly, blog and social-network platforms can be used to engage with literary works. 
For instance, one team of students in the 2008 version of my Literature+ course used the 
LiveJournal blogging platform to create profile pages for the characters in the General 
Prologue to The Canterbury Tales. They themed each profile page with images and 
language they thought appropriate to the character and then wrote comments “in 
character” on other characters’ pages or on a shared community page (e.g., the Miller 
commenting rudely on the Knight’s or Wife of Bath’s pages, much as Chaucer’s original 
Miller was wont to do). 
What questions do we ask of digitized books at 
different scales? 
What questions might we ask of one book? 
What questions might we ask of every book published in the 1850s? 
What questions might we ask of a million books? 
Stephen Ramsay, “The Hermeneutics of Screwing Around; or What You Do with a Million Books,” 
Pastplay: Teaching and Learning History with Technology, Edited by Kevin Kee. U Michigan P, 2014. 
What do DH methods allow us to ask of 
digitized books? 
TEI (Text Encoding Initiative) 
Harriet Green, “Facilitating Communities of Practice in Digital Humanities: Librarian 
Collaborations for Research and Training in Text Encoding”
TEI (Text Encoding Initiative) 
● Began 1987
● Community of practice: TEI-L; TEI annual meeting; TEI Guidelines
● XML / markup language
● Structured data: tags & attributes define anything from a character name to a 
handwritten annotation to the title of the book. 
● Used for both analysis and presentation (e.g., How many times does a female 
character speak to a male character? Format all chapter titles as header 1).
 
TEI, continued From TEI by Example, http://teibyexample.org/modules/TBED05v00.htm
Critical editions
● Willa Cather Archive
● Shelley-Godwin Archive
● Fluid Text Edition of Walden, Digital Thoreau
Counting words
Concordances, n-grams, word clouds, etc. with Voyant
● Emory University, Readux
○ Ladies First
○ A Short Account of the Rise and Progress of the African Methodist 
Episcopal…
○ An Autobiography the story of a colored evangelist…
Corpus analysis with AntConc, Programming Historian
Topic modeling
MALLET
Cameron Blevins, “Topic Modeling 




● Natural Language Toolkit (Python), NLP (R)
● Part-of-speech tagging
● Named entity recognition (identifying names of people and places)
● Sentiment analysis
● Rooted in discipline of linguistics




The Art of Literary Text 
Analysis by Stéfan 
Sinclair & Geoffrey 
Rockwell
Stylometrics
● Genre detection: 
○ HathiTrust 
○ Ted Underwood 
● Style of a particular author
Analyzing metadata
Dean Farrell, DPLA Metadata Explorer: 
http://www.deanfarr.com/metadata_explorer/#/dpla
Metadata for Women Writers Online: 
http://www.wwp.northeastern.edu/wwo/texts/metadata.index.html
Non-consumptive use of texts: 
https://analytics.hathitrust.org/datasets#genre
Mapping & spatial analysis
● Structured: tag place names in TEI
● Unstructured: detect named entities with algorithm, geoparser and/or 
gazetteer 
● Z-Axis Tool
● NYPL, Navigating the Green Book
Network graphs
● Characters who speak to one another
● Characters who appear on stage together
● Citation networks
● Correspondence networks
● Network Analysis of Dramatic Texts
Beyond the Text
● Book Traces
● IIIF (International Image Interoperability Framework)
● Gifs and public domain image collections
○ British Library on Flickr
○ DPLA’s annual Gif it Up contest
● Image processing & analysis
How do librarians participate? 
● Library of Congress Labs
○ “Recommendations for Enabling Digital Scholarship”
○ Library of Congress Labs Pilot Project Report [pdf]
● NYPL Labs
● DPLA for Developers
● HathiTrust Research Center
How do librarians participate? 
Collections as Data: Collections as Data Facets
● HathiTrust Research Center Extracted Features Dataset
○ “For every volume: metadata, including bibliographic metadata, word counts, and page 
counts. 
○ “For every page in a volume: part-of-speech tagged tokens (words) and their counts. 
Metadata, including information about the page (number of lines, number of empty 
lines, counts of characters beginning and ending lines), and the language, which has 
been computationally determined.”
Access, impact
Josh Hadro, “Manufacturing Impact: Why We Digitize,” NYPL.
 
“If other institutions are anything like mine, we're killer at 
counting digitization throughput, and measuring analytics 
around the performance of the materials we put online in our 
Digital Collections platform, or the HathiTrust Digital Library, 
or DPLA, etc. But those are just shadows on the wall 
compared to what we're really after, which is meaningful 
engagement with and use of the materials.”
Questions? 
Resources: 
● DH + Lib
● Digital Library Federation, especially #DLFteach working group
● DH Slack
● TAPoR (Text Analysis Portal for Research) 
● Dirt Directory
● BH and DH
● Digital Humanists on Humanities Commons
● Journal of Interactive Technology & Pedagogy
